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Q
The beta spectrum of freo molecular tritium
has bean tnoaswad in order to
searcl,for a f!,nitaelectron antineutrino ❑ ase, Tho final-atata effacts in
molecular tritiutuare accurately known and the data thus ylald an essentially
model-independent upper Ilmit of 27 eV on the Ve mass at tha 95? confidence
level,. This limit is dominated by the statistics obtained in tl,~data sets,
Optimization of the sxparimantal apparatua is undarway and an ultimate
setwitivi.tyof 10 eV is e~peet~d.

The possibility that neutrino masses are nonzero has received
considerable attention since Lyubimov et al. 11 in 1981 reported evidence for a
finite electron antineutrino mass, currently fixedil betwean 17 and 40 eV, with
a best-fit value of 30 eV. On the other hand, Fritschi et al. 3] , also studying
che beta decay of tritium, have reported an upper limit of 18 eV on the
neutrino mass,

Since the statistical evidence to support both claims is very

strong, the difference between the two results must be due to systematic
problems.
materials

These problems likely originate in the use of complex source
in which the energy given up in molecl’1ar excitations following the

beta decay

of a tritium atom is comparable to the size of

the neutrfno mass in

question. These final-state effects are difficult to calculate for a molecule
as complex asvalineLl
or for tri.tiumimplanted in carbon3] , In addition,
energy loss and backscattering of the betas in traversing the solid source are
appreciable and must be very accurately accounted for.

These considerations

have led us to develop an experiment using free molecular tritium as the source
material, The final-state effects have been accurately calculated 4’51 for the
tritium molecule,

and

level of approximately

the uncertainties 51 in these calculations are at the
1 eV,

In addition, the energy loss in the source is

small because the source consists of tri,tiumonly and there is no
backscattering,

The experimental apparatus hss been d~scribed in detail alsewhere5] and
kill only be brie.i;~dnscribed he~e, Moleculsr tritium enters a 3.7-m long,
3,,t.cminner diameter aluminum tube at the midpoint and is pumped away at the
ends and recirculated. The tube is held at approximately 160 K to increase the
source strength and is uniformly biased to typically .8 kV,

The source t!lbais

inside a superconducting *olenoid co that betas from tho decay
spiral

along

the field lines without scattering from

of tritium

che tuba WS1lS,

The

equilibrium density of tti.tiumin tha sourco intagrstod along the axis is
6,9 x

1015

tritium moleculaa/cm2, Electrons (that aro not trapped in 10CAL

field minima) pass through an ●verage thicknass 2,7 tiws

that.vslua as ti~ay

spiral through the source gas, At one end, they are reflected by a magnetic
pinch and at the other end arn ●ccelaratod to ground potentlsl. A hot filament
located at the pinch emits thermal electrons that neutrali.zothe

spaca

charge

of positiva ions trapped in the source, ThQ betae arc traneportad through {L
pumping rttstrictlonwhora the trltiuntis differentially pumped

away and thatl

ara focused by nonadlabatic tranmport through s rapidly falling magnetic f~old
to form an lmaga on a l-cm diamotar collimator at tho ●ntranca to the
~pectrometar, The collimator dafinae an acceptance radiue in the eource tubo
such that decaya originating mor~ than 8.4 mm from the $x18 are not viewed by
tha spectromotert A Si dotactor 1s Locatad at s poaitfon Ln front of Phe

collimator where ic intercepts a small fraction of the betas from decays in the
source tube and serves to normalize the source strength.

The spectrometer is a

5-m focal-length toroidal beta spectrorn~ter similar in concept to the Tretyakov
instrument’], but with a number of modifications 6]
Betas from a 2.2-cm2 area
in the source tube are transmitted with about 1% net efficiency through the
entrance collimator to a position sensitive proportional counter at the focus
of the spectrometer.
entrance slit.

The detector is 2 cm in diameter with a 2-mm-wide

The energy resolution for 26-keV electrons is 20% and the

position resolution 6 m

lWHM (position informati’.onis used to reject

backgrounds outside the slit acceptance). The earth’s magnetic field is

cancelecito a level of <10 mG in the spectrometer volume by external coils,
The effective integral event rate in the last 100 eV was typically 0.12
counts/see.
The beta spectrum is scanned by changing the voltage applied to the

source tube so that betas of constant energy are analyzed by the spectrometer.
Accelerating the betas not only improves the emittance of

the source but also

raises the energy of betas of interest well above backgrounds from decay of
tritium elsewhere in the pumping restriction or spectrometer, The beta monitor
is biased at the same voltage as the source tube.
To determine the instrumental resolution, 83mKr is introduced into the
source tube in the same manner as tritium. The krypton emanates from a mixed
Na-Rb stearate81 containing 5 ❑Ci of 83Rb, and produces a 17.835(20)-keV
K-conversion line. The intrinsic li.neshapeis a 2,26-eV-wide Lorentzian9].
The aominant shakeup satellite is locatad 20 eV below with an intensity of 8.20
~asurements of Spears et al,10]
of the total, as astimated by scaling the ❑
according to the calculations of Carlson and Nester11], The same calculations
were

used

to

assigri

intensities

to shakeoff satellites. The spectral

distribution of shakeoff was taken to have the 2p Lavinger form12], The
spectral contribution from scattering of

tha conversion electrons by nitrogen

molecules in the source gas (which accumulate during recirculation of the
krypton) has been calculated from experimental data13] and has been removed
from the resolution function by fitting the amount of nitrogen. The fitted
contributions, 10 to 150, ware proportional to nmsurod sourca pressures. The
spectrometer responst itsalf 1s

wall

described by a skewed GaussL&n convoluted

with a rectangular slit-width contribution. ThG total resolution function is
‘

obtained

by

convoluting

tha i.nstrumantalcontribution with the energy-loss

spectrum of scattering in tht tritium gas, calculated by Monto Carlo methods
from the known doubly differential cross sections‘L] for electron scattering
from H2.

Some of

the sloctrons, 11,7(10)9, ara truppad in the source by

local

field minima and must multiply scatter in ordor to escape, and 6,5(14)$ of tlte

untrapped electrons suffer a single interaction in the gas before being
extracted.
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Fig. 1. Kurie plot for run 4A. Inset:
Residuals (in standard deviations) for all

da~a, The straight and curved lines are,
respectively, the best fits for mu - 0
and 30 eV,
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value for 1015 for 984 degrees of
freedom.

Measurements of backgrounds from the source and tritiws contamination of
the spectrometer reveal no backgrounds originating from the source walls or
extraction region, nor any increase in spectrometer background after operation
of the source and spectrometer with tritium for more than one month, The
backgr~und rata has remained steady at approximately 1 counc/200 sac and is
primerily from cosmic rays.
Four data sets

were taken, each of 3-4 days duration, with operating

conditions given in Table 1,

In total, 3,8 x 106 e%ents ware

recordad,

All

but thq third run were taken with the spectrometer set to analyze 26,0-keV
beta~, Th

beta spectrum was scanned from 16.44 to 18.94 keV in 10-eV seeps.

Two randomly selected data

points

were

tnkan for 600 seconds each, followed by

a 200.second run at i6,44 kaV in order to monitor time-dapendent effects. The
third data set was taken in a similar mannox, oxcopt thct the spectrometer was
sec

to analyze 26,5-keV’betas in order to check for systematic effects in

vurying

the extraction volt~.ge(and thorefora the attraction

Extra data points were
lha fourth data

takan in 5-eV steps near

●fffciency),

tht endpoint Ln the third run,

sut was recorded event by event, at randomly chosen energies

fur 55 sticondu,and at ths 16,44-keV calibration energy for 110 saconda every
10 minuteu.
To analyze the d~ta, a predicted beta spectrum was generated that
6]
{,ncludestha moLocular final statns , scraaning cort%ccions, nuclaar-racoil

effects , weak magnetism, and acceleration-gap effects (the last three are
negligible)

In the customary notation,

N(E) - C F(Z,R,E) Pe E Xiwi(EO-Ei-E)[(E.0-Ei-E)2-mv2c4
]1/2
x [1 + al<EO-E) + a2(Eo-E)2]

;

E s Eo-Ei-mvc2

Weak magnetism and nuclear recoil give 151 al a value of 2,312 x 10-9 eV-l.

The

total resolution, including energy loss in the source, was folded with the
calculated spectrum.

A

five-parameter fit to the amplitude, endpoint energy,

neutrino mass, background

level, and the quadratic extraction-efficiency

term16] a2 in a maximum-likelihood
performed.

procedure with Poisson statistics was then

The resulting fit (Fig. 1) is characterized by a E2 parameter171,

analogous to the usual X2 parameter:
-2
--, - 2X (Si - y~ - yiln(si/yi)l
where Si and

,

are the fit value and the measured value, respective?.y. (X2

yi

minimization gives a biased estimate of areas, and results in an incorrectly
fitted neutrino mass.)

Because each point is renormalized for pressure

variations in the source, this estimator was corrected by a factor yi/ui2,
where Oiz is the vtiriancein yi,

This factor, unity when the number of counts

is small, ranged from 0.2 to 0.8 a“ the low-energy end of the spectra, Deadtime corrections were neces~ary only in the beta-monitor date, as count rates

in the spectrometer did not exceed 30 S-l.

calculatiorm
were carried out to verify the unbiased character of the fit estimator6] ,
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In Tablt I wo summarize run parameters and fit results,

The indic~tred

uncertainty Ln tha endpoint energy does not include tha additional 20-eV

in the energy 181 of the 83mKr calibration line.

uncertainty

The change in

resolution between the data sets resulted mainly from improved cancellation of
residual magnetic fields from the source magnets in the region of the
spectrometer.

The quadratic correction term varies from run to run owing both

CO changes in fccus-coil setting and, in runs 4B and 4C, to normalization of
the source intensity by interpolation between calibration points rather than by
the Si detector, which had become excessively contaminated.

n linear term was

tried in place of the quadratic term, and gave similar results, but with
sligiltly lower neutrino mass limits.

No nonstatistical variations were

observed with either a (fixed) quadratic or linear term when the fitting
intenal

below the endpoint was varied over the range 2200 to 300 eV.

Statistical tests showed that inclusion of both linear and quadratic terms was

not warranted.
St<ntistical errors in mv2 were extracted from the =
‘2 plots [which were
closely parabolic in positive mv 2 (Fig,2)].

Resolution-function

uncertainties

in each run were then added in quadrature to the statistical error.

To guard

against the possibility of a correlated error, the average resolution error
(87 eVZ) was also combined with the error in the final result, as were
uncertainties

from the measurement of the density of the source gas and the

simulation of multiple scattering (80 eV2). Changas of 10% in the

L~Onte-~ar10

Kr shakeup and shakeoff intensities produced effects less than 1% of the final
statistical error. These were the only uncertainties considered to be nonnegligible.
Tha uncertainty in the final result is predominantly statistical, An
upper limit on the

❑ ass

of the electron antineutrino is found to be 26.8 eV at

the 95? confidence level (C.L.) or 23.3 eV at the 90% C.L.

It does not support

the central.value reported by Lyubimov21 , 30(2) eV, but neither does it exclude
the lower part of the range 17 to 40 eV.

It is compatible with the upper

limits from solid-source experiments by Fritschf et al.31 and Kawakami
The present result is, for all practical purposes, model

et allg].

independent, and

thus

establishes

the maximum mass the electron antinoutrino

can have.
The ultimate sensitivity of the experiment will bn determined priuarily
by the statistics and background which

can be achiaved, as the systematic

effects are small, In fact, the uncertainty in our current result
staetstics

is

four

infinite statistics,

a

monotonic

gradiolit

to

times larger than the systematic uncertainty. Given
systematic

uncartaintias

sensitivity to about 11 eV. We hava
which produced the

due

would

limit

our

present

recently substantially rocb!codthe effects

❑ajor systematic uncertainties, This wag done by !nstalling
field ●long tha sourca, thus eliminating any trapping of

As a result, the single scattering probability is reduced

betas in the source,

since tt,ebetas now have

shorter path length as they spiral out of the

a

source, and “he multiple scattering is essentially eliminated. Secondly, we
have installed a getter pump in the vacuum system which operates while we are
making kry?ton resolution measurements.

This eliminates the buildup of (and

subsequent energy loss in) residual gases in the krypton measurements.
these effects eliminated, the major remaining systematic uncertainty

With

in the

experiment is due to the width of the total spectrometer resolution function
(including tails due to energy loss). Although our spectrometer resolution was
modest (36 eV) during our present runs, we expect to improve it to better than
In our experiment, the uncertainty in determining the

30 eV in future runs.

total spectrometer resolution is less than in the experiments using solid
sources, because although our FWHM is somewhat worse, the tail on the
resolution function is substantially smaller with our gaseous source than with
solid sources, ‘1’’hus,
the sensitivity limit due to systematic effects in our
experiment is expected to be at the level of a few

eV.

We are presently working to improve our statistical accuracy and to
reduce the backgrounds, This will be accomplished primarily by replacing the
single wire proportional counter which has a 2 mm wide entrance slit with a 96
channel annular silicon strip detector. This detector has eight pads mounted
on a 2 cm diameter cylinder. Each pad has twelve silicon strip detectors which
are 0,83 mm wide, with a total width of 1.0 cm.
acceptance of the focal plane detector by
simultaneously reducing
resolution.
present

The

the

detector

proportional

contrfbuti.on
Is

expected

a

of
to

This allows us to increase the

factor of five, while
the

have

slit
better

width
energy

to

the

spectrometer

resolution

than

the

(10% vs 20%), which will not only reduce the

counter

background, but will also allow us to operate the source at a lower
accelerating potential while still eliminating backgrounds from any tritium
contamination

in

the

spectrometer and pumping restriction. This will result in

improved spectrometer resolution, since the resolution scales as the total
energy of the particles being

analyzed. In addition, we will be able to reject

any through going particles (such as muons,
rays), which will further
which we

spectrometer,
have

at

now
each

completed

reduce

expect

Monte

Carlo

our

will

and electrons from converted

backgrounds,

We have

also

gamma

realigned

the

result in increased acceptance. Finally, we

calculations optimizing the counting time spent

point [n the spectrum, with the result that we can achieve the same

statistical accuracy on th~ nautrino mass
our present

method

of

spendfng

in one fourth the time compared to

equal time at each point.

Combining these

factors, we expect to reduce the background by at leaat a factor of two and to
increase our effective countin~ rate by at least a factor of twenty. This will

allow

to search for a neutrino mass with 10 eV sensitivity in a model

independent manner.
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